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Abstract
In this thesis, we present a distributed data structure, which we call “RootChord”. To
our knowledge, this is the first distributed hash table which is able to adapt to changes
in the size of the network and answer lookup queries within a guaranteed two hops while
maintaining a routing table of size Θ(N
1
2 ). We provide pseudocode and analysis for all as-
pects of the protocol including routing, joining, maintaining, and departing the network. In
addition we discuss the practical implementation issues of parallelization, data replication,
remote procedure calls, dead node discovery, and network convergence.
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A distributed hash table (DHT) is a peer-to-peer (P2P) data structure that implements
{key, value} based storage and retrieval operations. This data structure has been heavily
studied since the introduction of what was considered the first DHT by Plaxton et al. [55]
over a decade ago. Initial DHT data structures such as Fasttrack derivatives (Gnutella [3]
and Kazaa [5]) had a best effort query mechanism which could not guarantee a successful
lookup even if the key was in the network. The release of DHTs such as Chord [62] with
guaranteed lookups ignited much more research in this field. Since Chord, many desirable
properties of DHTs have been discovered and discussed. Minimally, we require that a DHT
must be able to insert a {key, value} pair at a peer in such a way that a future lookup
query for the key will succeed. Other desirable properties include:
1. Fault tolerance: The structure should adjust to the failure of some nodes and stale
data should not hamper a system from functioning.
2. Robustness: Queries should always be able to be routed even under heavy churn
1
within the network.
3. Fast queries: The structure should not have to contact many nodes to lookup a
{key, value} pair. Also, a minimal number of messages should be exchanged in
order to complete the requested operation. Internal computation time at hosts is not
counted as message delays are the typical efficiency bottleneck.
4. Different deployment environments: A DHT should adapt dynamically to the size of
the network and have parameters which can be used to fine tune its operation for
specific scenarios.
5. Parallelizable: All aspects of the DHT should be parallelizable to be able to avoid
high latency / low bandwidth nodes.
6. Homogeneous nodes: Each node should behave as every other node and should have
an equal distribution of work. Hence the congestion per node should be equal.
From this list of properties, we have created a new DHT which we call “RootChord”.
This new DHT is a non-trivial adaptation of Chord by Stoica et al. [62]. We begin by
delving into previous work with an explanation of Chord and other relevant DHTs. We
then move onto the protocol in Chapter 2 and discuss extensions in Chapter 3. Finally, we
conclude in Chapter 4.
1.1 Previous Work
The introduction of DHTs such as CAN [57], Chord [62], Pastry [60], and Tapestry [64] in
2001 started a frenzy of research within the field of DHTs. The research progressed within
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four directions, the first being the development of new features on top of existing DHTs.
One example of this is to allow for ordered data within the DHT as is done in Rainbow
Skip Graphs [23]. The structure supports queries that are based on an ordering, extending
DHTs from being only dictionaries capable of answering membership queries to being able
to perform nearest-neighbour searches and range queries.
At the same time, research progressed into looking at ways to improve the practical
performance of DHTs. Many studies profiled existing DHTs and concluded that issues
arise due to churn in the network and heterogeneity of the nodes. Rhea et al. [59] studied
the effects of slow nodes within OpenDHT (an implementation of Bamboo [59]) within
PlanetLab [8] and concluded that usage of delay aware routing was needed. This meant that
nodes should store round trip time information for peers and adapt the routing technique to
select peers which would respond quickly. Similarly, Falkner et al. [20] profiled one million
users using Azureus’s [1] DHT (a modified version of Kademlia [47]) and noticed that
half the nodes were inactive after 1 hour, while only 5% percent remained after 48 hours.
The unpredictability of this environment leads to heavy tailed session times, inconsistent
routing tables and high overhead even though the operation was robust, leveraging data
replication and routing redundancy.
While research progressed to improve the feature sets and real world practical perfor-
mance of DHTs, theoretical bounds were improved for decreasing the size of the routing
table, and also decreasing the cost of a lookup, but only one at the expense of the other.
The lookup cost is measured by the amount of hops required to reach the destination. A
hop is considered to be the traversal of an edge joining two nodes within a network. Gen-
erally, DHTs are categorized based on their lookup costs. There are those with logarithmic
3
based hop counts such as GosSkip [24], SkipNet [29], and Viceroy [44]. Then there are
those with variable hop counts with expected bounds such as Accordion [41], Symphony
[45], and Mercury [15]. Finally there are those with large routing tables but guaranteed
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Figure 1.1: Existing DHTs Summary
Figure 1.1 shows a layout of many DHTs and their grouping. Black DHTs represent
research in logarithmic based hop routing, blue DHTs represent work in variable hop
count routing, while red DHTs represent work towards constant hop routing. Since we
are creating a DHT which falls into the 2 hop count lookups category, it is important to
consider the DHTs which have similar capabilities to what we have created. Thus, below
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we start with an explanation of Chord which we base our DHT on, and then proceed to
discuss theoretically similar DHTs such as Kelips and OneHop.
1.1.1 Chord
Chord [62] is a well known DHT with a ring shaped structure and b-bit numerical identifiers.
Chord performs arithmetic operations modulo 2b and the identifier ring is represented as
the integers from 0 to 2b − 1. Keys are chosen from this identifier ring. The successor of
a key k is the first node with identifier greater than or equal to k while the predecessor
is the first node with an identifier strictly less than k. Each node is responsible for all the
keys which they are the successor of. In other words, a node is responsible for all the keys
between its predecessor and itself.
The routing information or finger table maintained by each node contains information
about the nodes that are successively further apart by a power of 2 around the identifier
ring. Hence, a node A knows of all the nodes that are successors of A+2i−1 where 1 ≤ i ≤ b.
In addition, each node knows of its predecessor. Thus the finger table contains b+1 entries.
In practice many of these entries are duplicates which leads to the finger table containing
O(logN) unique entries. These duplicates exist because the expected distance between
two nodes is O( N
logN
). Thus, for values of i near 1, it is highly probable that the successors
of A+ 2i−1 are not unique.
Maintenance of the finger table is handled by a background process which regularly
looks up the successor of A+2i−1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ b. The time between periodic maintenance is
chosen by the application. If the periodic maintenance occurs often, then Chord’s routing
table is more efficient at the cost of more traffic.
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Routing is done in logarithmic time. This is accomplished by routing to the nearest
finger less than or equal to the destination value. Since the distance between nodes in the
finger table are successors of powers of 2, each hop reduces the distance to the target node
approximately by half.
Replication is application specific but practice has been to store replicas in the r nodes
succeeding the key’s identifier. Larger values of r increase the probability that information
survives node failures but also increases the probability for stale data since many peers
must be updated. The value of r is application specific.
When a Chord node joins, it chooses the SHA-1 hash of its IP address as its identifier.
The node then proceeds to lookup its own identifier treating the result as its successor
and the first finger table entry. The node then searches for its predecessor and additional
fingers. When a node departs, the leaving node informs its predecessor and successor and
transfers the {key, value} pairs to the successor.
1.1.2 Variable Hop Count Lookups
Kleinberg studied the small world phenomenon [37], the principle that we are all linked by
short chains of acquaintances, also known as the “six degrees of separation” phenomenon.
He discovered that one is able to construct a searchable network by using long-range links
whose probabilities decay with distance. This has proved useful in the design of peer-to-
peer file-sharing systems such as Accordion, Symphony, Mercury, and EpiChord which all
rely on this phenomenon.
For example, Accordion uses the small worlds distribution to choose its neighbours:
the probability of a node selecting a neighbour with distance d in the identifier space from
6
itself is proportional to 1
d
. This distribution causes a node to prefer neighbours that are
closer to itself in the identifier space, ensuring that as a lookup gets closer to the target
key there is likely to be a helpful routing table entry.
1.1.3 One Hop Lookups
One hop DHTs rely on total world knowledge to be able to answer lookup queries. Thus
this realm is not limited to only DHTs but routing protocols such as Open Shortest Path
First (OSPF) [7] and Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (IGRP) [4], or epidemic [13, 18]
and gossip [36, 10] protocols. For example D1HT uses an Event Detection and Report
Algorithm (ERDA for short) to disseminate messages in O(log n) time by dividing the
work up among peers. Figure 1.2 shows an example of ERDA in action when peer P needs
to deliver a message to all peers. P would send it to all peers with a distance of 2i away
from itself. These peers at a distance of 2i would then send messages again to all peers up
to 2i−1.




i = 1 i = 1
i = 0 i = 0 i = 0 i = 0
Figure 1.2: Event Propagation in D1HT
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1.1.4 Two Hop Lookups
The small world distribution found in the variable hop DHTs such as EpiChord result in
lookups with expected bounds, and hence cannot guarantee that a lookup will succeed
with only 2 hops. While the one hop lookups are based on total world knowledge of every
other node and hence carry the routing table cost of O(N). Thus, we will now look at the
only two DHTs to our knowledge with a lookup cost of 2 hops. These are Kelips [27] and
a variant of OneHop [26]. We will see that both of these schemes suffer from being unable
to scale with changes in the network size.
Kelips
Kelips is a group based DHT that disseminates information about changes in a group by
using a lightweight epidemic multicast protocol [36] for replicating system membership and
file tuple data. Kelips consists of k groups numbered 0 through (k − 1) and each node
lies in a group determined by using a consistent hashing [34, 39] function. This function
maps the node’s identifier (IP address and port number) to an integer in [0, k − 1]. Each
node stores a partial set of other nodes lying in the same group and a constant number
of nodes for every other group. For a {key, value} pair to be inserted, the key is mapped
into a group and an insert request is sent to the closest known contact for that group. The
contacted node chooses a node at random from within its group as the homenode for the
value. The key and homenode are inserted into the gossip stream and disseminated to the
entire group.
Thus for a node to look up a key, it uses the consistent hashing function to map the key
into one of the k groups. The node then contacts the topologically closest known contact
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for that group which replies with the homenode for said key. Figure 1.3 shows an example
of node 12 in group 0 looking up a key which hashes to group 1. Node 12 contacts node 13
asking for the {key, value} pair. Node 13 responds with the address of the homenode 17.




























Figure 1.3: Kelips Lookup Protocol
When k = O(N 12 ), Kelips is able to maintain a routing table of size O(N 12 ) per node.
But Kelips was designed with the value k to be chosen during network creation. Hence the
routing table is really O(max(N
k
, k)) and a poor value for k during network creation will
greatly affect the size of the routing table for each node within the network. Thus Kelips
is unable to handle deployment environments where the network size changes over time.
OneHop Variant
OneHop was originally designed to facilitate a one hop lookup scheme but was adapted to
provide a two hop lookup scheme for larger networks. Here we provide a description of the
two hop scheme.
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Every node in the overlay is assigned a random 128-bit node identifier. Identifiers are
ordered in an identifier ring modulo 2128. We assume that identifiers are generated such
that the resulting set is uniformly distributed in the identifier space, for example, by setting
a node’s identifier to be the cryptographic hash of its network address. Every node has
a predecessor and a successor in the identifier ring, and it periodically sends keep-alive
messages to these nodes.
Similarly, each item has a key, which is also an identifier in the ring. The mapping
from keys to nodes is based on the one used in Chord [62]. Hence, responsibility for an
item rests with its successor.
The identifier ring is divided into k equal size slices, and one node is tasked with being
the slice leader. The slice leader is responsible for disseminating changes within its own
group. Each node within a group knows of every other node within the same group and
one node for every other group.
When k = O(N 12 ), OneHop is able to maintain a routing table of size O(N 12 ) per node.
And similarly to Kelips, a OneHop node’s routing table is really O(max(N
k
, k)). In addition
to this fault, OneHop also suffers from having the slice leader becoming a bottleneck since
all the nodes within the group rely upon it.
10
Chapter 2
A New Protocol: RootChord
This section describes a new protocol which is similar to Chord [62] in that it uses the
same identifier ring modulo 2b and data replication scheme. The protocols, however, differ
in most other aspects.
In this section we discuss how to find the location of keys, join the network, maintain
the network, leave the network gracefully, and detect node failures. We assume that the
underlying network is both symmetric (if A can communicate directly with B, then B can
communicate directly with A) and transitive (if A can communicate with B and B can
communicate with C, then A can communicate with C).
2.1 Overview
RootChord uses a b-bit identifier space where 2b is much larger than the maximal size of the
network. Identifiers are ordered in an identifier ring modulo 2b. Nodes do not generate their
own identifiers at random but choose an identifier from a set of possible identifiers during
11
the bootstrap process. {key, value} pairs are stored at the first node with an identifier
greater than or equal to the key.
2.1.1 Notation and Conventions
The identifier ring is numbered from 0 to 2b− 1 and all arithmetic is performed modulo 2b
within this ring. Commonly, we refer to A and B as nodes, k as a key, and use the terms
finger table and routing table interchangeably. If we wish to specifically give a node A
or a key k a specific identifier, then we will subscript them. Hence A40 is the node A with
identifier 40 and k25 is the key k with identifier 25.
IfB ∈ (A,A+2b−1], then we say thatB is to the right of A, otherwise ifB ∈ (A−2b−1, A)
then B is to the left of A. We also state that A < B if A is to the left of B and similarly
A > B if A is to the right of B. The Left/Right neighbour of a node A, is the first
node which is to the left/right of A. The successor of a key k is Ak and, if no such node
exists, then it is the first node to the right of k. Similarly, the predecessor is the first node
to the left of k. The distance between two identifiers A and B is the length of the shortest
path from A to B around the identifier ring. The distance is defined as Min(A − B
mod 2b, B − A mod 2b) and is represented as A − B. A gap is considered to be the
distance between two adjacent nodes A and B. The size of a gap is defined as A−B and




Finally, N is the size of the network, and NA is A’s estimate of the size. α is the distance
from which a node is responsible for to be able answer successor queries. Specifically, αA
is node A’s estimate for α, and hence A is able to answer any successor query in the range
[A− αA, A+ αA].
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2.1.2 Function Definitions
A.FunctionCall(. . .) is a remote procedure call to nodeA for procedure FunctionCall(. . .).
If the node is unspecified as in FunctionCall(. . .), it is assumed to represent a procedure
call on the local node. Observe that we are overloading function definitions below.
1. Random(R) returns an integer distributed uniformly at random within the discrete
range R.
2. Random(S) returns an element distributed uniformly at random from the set S.
3. Finger(k) finds the node in the finger table with least distance to k.
4. Finger(R) finds all nodes in the discrete range R in the finger table.
5. Successor(k) finds the node in the finger table which is the successor of k.
6. Successor(R) finds all nodes in the finger table which are successors of any value
in the discrete range R.
7. Predecessor(k) finds the node in the finger table which is the predecessor of k.
8. Midpoint(G) finds the midpoint for a gap G.
9. MinGap(R) returns the smallest gap between all adjacent nodes in the discrete rangeR.
10. MaxGap(R) returns the largest gap between all adjacent nodes in the discrete rangeR.
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2.2 Routing
Routing in a network consists of an understanding of the constraints on the topology of
the network and the knowledge of the links which nodes know. In this section we start by
describing the contents of the finger table and then move on to show how a node estimates
the size of the network. We conclude with a proof of the bound on the number of nodes







Figure 2.1: Graphic representation
of a finger table
The finger table for a node within this network is
divided into two areas: a set of local peers, and a
set of distant peers.
Local peers are defined as the peer set required
to directly answer any successor queries within a dis-
tance of α. Hence, for a node A, these are all the
peers within the range [A−αA, A+αA] plus the suc-
cessor of A+ αA. Thus if a query is ever made for a
key k ∈ [A−αA, A+αA], then A should be able find
the successor of k in its own cache of peers without
contacting another node.
Distant peers are defined as the set of peers that are required to be contacted to
answer any other successor query. There is a bound on the distance between adjacent
distant peers. It is defined as 2α
c
for some constant c ≥ 1, usually we will take c = √2. The
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constant c is used to guarantee a lookup cost of 2 hops and is discussed further in Section
2.6.
Figure 2.1 shows an example describing the ranges defining the local and distant peer
sets. The range described for A’s local peers is covered by the blue dotted arrows, while
the red dashed lines represent A’s distant peers. One immediately sees that when these
two ranges are combined, the entire address space is covered.
2.2.2 Network Size Estimate
Estimating the network size is key to control α. α is used to bound the space for which
a node is responsible for to answer successor queries within. Also, by definition, α is used








To compute α, one must know the size of the network N . But keeping the number N
accurately among all nodes in the network is too costly. Thus, a node A uses an approxi-
mation algorithm to compute NA and αA, A’s estimates of the network size N and α. This
approximation algorithm assumes that the number of nodes in the region [A−αA, A+αA]
is 2N
1




A = |Finger([A− αA, A+ αA])|
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and thus we may obtain the approximation
αA =
2b+1
|Finger([A− αA, A+ αA])| .
In general the approximation algorithm goes as follows: a node A begins with αA = 0. A
continuously increases αA while
αA · |Finger([A− αA, A+ αA]| < 2b+1
is satisfied. Below we provide pseudocode to the approximation algorithm and in Section
2.2.3 we prove bounds on the error in the network size and α.
Pseudocode
In the pseudocode of Algorithm 1, lines [5-6] initialize the left and right nodes to A. Line
7 checks that the bound is satisfied. Lines [8-15] expand our local peer range depending on
whether left or right is closer. In the case of a tie, we choose right. Lines [8-15] may have
overshot our αA estimate by adding one too many nodes into our local peer range. Thus,
if a smaller αA still satisfies the constraint on line 16 we compute the new αA on line 17.
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Algorithm 1 Computing α
1: Preconditions:





7: while αA · |Finger([A− αA, A+ αA]| < 2b+1 do
8: if right− A ≤ A− left then
9: right⇐ right.Right
10: αA ⇐ right− A
11: else
12: left⇐ left.Left
13: αA ⇐ A− left
14: end if
15: end while
16: if (αA − 1) · (|Finger([A− (αA − 1), A+ (αA − 1)]|) > 2b+1 then
17: αA ⇐ 2b+1|Finger([A−(αA−1),A+(αA−1)]|
18: end if
2.2.3 Network Size Estimate Error Bounds
Before we prove a bound on the error in the estimate for the network size and α, we include
the definition of healthy which is discussed in greater detail in Section 2.6.
Definition 1. The network is considered healthy if, for any two nodes A and B that
correctly computed their respective estimates αA and αB, αA and αB do not differ by a
factor greater than c.










A − c2 + 2













Proof. To prove the minimal and maximal estimates for the network size, we will construct
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Since the network is healthy, for any two nodes A and B, αA and αB can not differ by a
factor greater than c. Hence
αA ≤ cαB and αB ≤ cαA.
We will construct the first worst case to be when a node A underestimates the size of
the network. This occurs when the range [A − αA, A + αA] contains the minimal number
of nodes, while the remaining range (A + αA, A− αA) has the maximal number of nodes.
Let B be a node in the range (A + αA, A − αA) with the greatest α estimate. Then we
know that the following relationships hold by definition
















































Since the total number of nodes within the network can be computed as
(# of αA gaps) · (# of nodes in αA gap) + (# of αB gaps) · (# of nodes in αB gap)






















































































A − c2 + 2
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A − c2 + 2
. (2.4)
Finally, we will construct the second worst case to be when a node A overestimates the
size of the network. This occurs when the range [A − αA, A + αA] contains the maximal
number of nodes, while the remaining range (A+ αA, A− αA) has the minimal number of
nodes. Let B be a node in the range (A+αA, A−αA) with the smallest α estimate. Then























































Since the total number of nodes within the network can be computed as
(# of αA gaps) · (# of nodes in αA gap) + (# of αB gaps) · (# of nodes in αB gap)


























































































































Thus we have bounded from above and below the possible estimates for NA.




Thus, for large values of NA,
1
c2
N ≤ NA ≤ c2N is a valid approximation. Intuitively, this
bound makes sense because there are approximately α = N
1
2 segments. Hence, all but
one of these segments have an extra c or 1
c
times as many nodes. Thus, in the two cases,
we either under or over approximate by a factor of c2. From this intuition, we can see it
follows that





≤ αA ≤ O(cα).










A − c2 + 2




























































≤ αA ≤ O(cα).
2.2.4 Finger Table Size Bounds
To show that we satisfy the constraint of Θ(N
1
2 ) nodes in the finger table, we start by
proving bounds on the number of local peers. Then move on to prove bounds on the
number of distant peers. By combining the two, we show that we satisfy the constraint.
























A peers in the region [A − αA, A + αA] around it. In the worst case,


























































A − 2c2N = 0
Solving for the quadratic roots we obtain
−4c2 + 2 + (4− 16c2 + 16c4 + 8c2N) 12
2
and
−4c2 + 2− (4− 16c2 + 16c4 + 8c2N) 12
2
.
Taking the positive root and since there are 2N
1
2







= −4c2 + 2 + (4− 16c2 + 16c4 + 8c2N) 12
≤
√














































A − c2 + 2
)
= N since NA > 0
c2
2
NA + (2− c2)N
1
2
A −N = 0
Solving for the quadratic roots we obtain
c2 − 2 + (4− 4c2 + c4 + 2c2N) 12
c2
and
c2 − 2− (4− 4c2 + c4 + 2c2N) 12
c2
.
Taking the positive root and since there are 2N
1
2












2c2N + 2c2 − 4
c2








Since c is a constant, we have Θ(N
1
2 ) local peers.




N − c− 2
c








Proof. Let A be a node in the network. A will need at least one peer for each segment
























− 2c = cNA − 2c.
From Theorem 2, we can bound the size of NA from above by
c
(
























Similarly, we can bound the size of NA from below by:
c
(






c2 − 2 +√2c2N
c
)
− 2c since c ≥ 1 and c4 − 4c2 + 4 ≥ 0
≥ 2
√
N − c− 2
c
Since c is a constant, we have Θ(N
1
2 ) distant peers.




Proof. This falls directly from the combination of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3.
2.2.5 Simple Lookup
Before we continue on to how a node looks up a key k in constant time, we show a very
simple (albeit poor) routing algorithm. We start by describing the algorithm, then move
on to an example, and finally conclude with pseudocode.
Premise
The premise is that a node will do a linear search by traversing the edge of the ring. The
edge of the ring is formed by left and right neighbour links. Thus, if node A is to look up
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key k that it does not possess. Then without loss of generality, suppose the key k is to the
left of A, then A will contact its left neighbour B. By continuing the traversal around the























Figure 2.2: Simple lookup example
Suppose there existed node A18 that is to find the key k40. A18 starts by noticing that
k40 is to its right and decides to contact its right neighbour A22 as shown in Figure 2.2a.
A22 notices that k40 is still to its right and decides to contact its right neighbour A28 as
shown in Figure 2.2b. Finally, after a few more iterations A41 was contacted and it notices
it is the successor of k40. Thus, A41 finishes the lookup by responding to A18 as shown in
Figure 2.2c.
Pseudocode
In the pseudocode of Algorithm 2, lines [7-8] check the exit condition for when we
are proceeding to the right. While lines [9-10] check the exit condition for when we are
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Algorithm 2 Simple lookup
1: Preconditions:
2: A is the current network node.




7: if k ∈ (A,A.Right] then
8: return A.Right
9: else if k ∈ (A.Left, A] then
10: return A






proceeding around the circle to the left. Finally, lines [11-12] and [13-14] respectively decide
on whether we proceed to the right or left around the circle.
2.2.6 Constant Time Lookup
For a key to be found in 2 hops, we use the knowledge that any node will be able to find
the successor in either its own or a distant peer’s local peer set. Thus we move on to an
example, and then prove that we can guarantee to find the proper successor in 2 hops. We
conclude with some pseudocode describing the algorithm.
Example
Suppose there is a node A that wanted to lookup key k. A starts off by comparing whether
k falls in its local peer set as shown in Figure 2.3a. A then looks at all of the distant peers
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as shown in Figure 2.3b. Finally A selects the distant peer B which is closest to k as shown






















Figure 2.3: Fast lookup example
Proof
Theorem 5. In a healthy network, as long as there were no node changes (joins/deaths)
along the route, k can be found in 2 hops.
Proof. Suppose node A wanted to lookup key k. We have two cases, either k is, or is not,
in the range [A− αA, A+ αA]. For the first case, suppose k ∈ [A− αA, A+ αA]. Thus, by
definition, Successor(k) ∈ A.Finger. And A will be able to query Successor(k), thus
locating k in 1 hop.
For the second case, k 6∈ [A− αA, A+ αA], by definition




Furthermore, by definition of a healthy network, we know that
αA
c
≤ αB ≤ cαA.
Thus, k ∈ [B−αB, B+αB]. Hence, Successor(k) ∈ B.Finger and B will be able to re-
turn the address of Successor(k) toA. ThereforeA was able to lookup the Successor(k)
in 1 hop. Finally, A will be able to query Successor(k), thus locating k in 2 hops.
Pseudocode
Algorithm 3 Constant time lookup
1: Preconditions:
2: A is the current network node.
3: k is the value of the key.
4:
5: Lookup(k)
6: if A− k < αA then
7: return A.Finger(k)
8: else
9: B ⇐ A.Finger(k)
10: return B.Successor(k)
11: end if
In the pseudocode of Algorithm 3, line 6 checks whether k is in the range [A−αA, A+αA].
If so, line 7 returns the Successor(k) from the contents of A’s finger table. Otherwise,
line 9 finds the closest node to k within A’s finger table which is guaranteed to be within
[A−αA, A+αA]. While line 10 returns the Successor(k) from the contents of B’s finger
table.
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2.2.7 Lookups In An Unhealthy Network
Suppose we have an unhealthy network with no node changes (joins/deaths) along the
routing path. Let A be a node where αA is maximal in the network and let B be a node
where αB is minimal in the network. Since the maximal gap between distant peers in A’s
finger table is bounded by 2αA
c
, the maximal distance from any key k to a node within A’s
finger table is bounded by αA
c
. Since each node in the network is responsible for a segment
































hops required to lookup a value in an
unhealthy network. This result is obvious from the fact that lookups are dependant on
the difference between network size estimates and the parameter c “relaxes” the strict
requirement on the knowledge of α and the size of the network N .
2.3 Joining
For a client to join any network, it must gain enough information to satisfy the requirements
and constraints the network imposes. In this case, a client is required to:
1. Gather the network constants and create the identifier ring.
2. Split the identifier space into segments.
3. Choose an identifier.
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4. Create its finger table and compute α.
5. Announce its join.
Initially, the client requires the knowledge of a node Z already in the network. The
client contacts Z and obtains the constants b and c and Z’s estimate αZ . Thus the client
now uses the value b to generate the identifier space [0, 2b−1].
With the identifier space created, the client is now required to split the identifier space
into segments. To ensure that nodes boundaries between segments within the network
remain randomly distributed, the client chooses a random integer v from within the iden-
tifier space as its first boundary. It then uses v and the segment size αZ
c
to partition the





such segments. The segment Si is defined as the discrete
range (v + iαZ
c
, v + (i+ 1)αZ
c
] for i ∈ {0, . . . , Y − 1}.
For each segment, a node is contacted at random to gather information that the client
will use to choose its own identifier. For each node Ri contacted, the information gathered
contains the size of the largest gap Gi in their local peer set and its estimate αRi . Thus
we now have three sets:
• the nodes R = {R0, . . . , RY−1}.
• the gaps G = {G0, G1, . . . , GY−1}.
• the estimates D = {α0, α1, . . . , αY−1}.
The client uses the gaps and the estimates to choose an identifier for itself. The client
begins by checking if the network is unhealthy by examining the estimates and noticing
that Min(D) < c ·Max(D).
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If the network is unhealthy, then the client chooses the gap Gl corresponding to the
largest αl. If there is a tie, the tie is broken by choosing the segment with the largest gap.
If the tie still persists, a gap is chosen at random from all those that are tied.
If the network is healthy, and there exists gaps which are at least twice the size of the
smallest gap within G, then the client chooses the largest gap Gl from the set G. If there
is a tie, the client chooses the segment with the largest α, if the tie still persists then the
client chooses the gap at random from all those that are tied. If there does not exist such
a Gl, then the client chooses the gap as if the network was unhealthy.
Using the Gl chosen, the client chooses its identifier to be A = MidPoint(Gl). The
client then looks up its own identifier acquiring B = Successor(A), namely its right
neighbour. Contacting B, the client acquires its left neighbour C. Thus the client now
knows of its position within the identifier space and its two neighbours.
The client is now required to create its finger table and compute α. It turns out that
the distant peers is precisely the set of nodes R. The client now must obtain its local peers,
which it does so by asking B and C for all the local peers which are to the right and left
of itself respectively. With all the local peers gathered, the client computes its estimate
αA. Note that if the network estimate αA is less than the original value αZ which was
used to partition the identifier space, the client will have to look up nodes until it satisfies
the constraint that the maximal size of a gap in its finger table is αA
c
. This is discussed in
further detail in Section 2.4.2.
Finally with the finger table constructed and α computed, the client announces that
it has joined the network completing the join process. The discussion around A’s join
announcement is in Section 2.5.
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Example
For a client wishing to join the network, it begins by contacting a bootstrap node Z from
which it acquires the network parameters such as the constants b and c and also Z’s estimate
for α. The client then partitions the identifier space into segments of size α
c
starting from
a randomly chosen value v as illustrated in Figure 2.4a.
The client then begins to lookup a random node in each segment Si and acquires from
each Ri the size of the largest gap Gi in its local peer set and also its respective estimate
αRi . The client uses all this information to chose an identifier A as shown in Figure 2.4b.
Finally, A creates its finger table by combining all distant peers with its left and right
neighbour’s peer sets. Then A announces its join to its left and right neighbours completing
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Figure 2.4: Join example
Pseudocode
In the pseudocode of Algorithm 4, line 5 begins with acquiring the network constants b
and c. While line 6 generates the random value v which is used to distribute the boundaries
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Algorithm 4 Joining the network
1: Preconditions:
2: Z is the initial bootstrap node.
3:
4: Join(Z)
5: {b, c} ⇐ Z.{b, c}
6: v ⇐ Random([0, 2b))
7: A.Finger⇐ {Z}
8: R = {}
9: for i = 0 . . . αZ
c
do
10: R⇐ R ∪ {A.Lookup(Random((v + i · αZ
c




12: G = {}
13: D = {}
14: for all Ri ∈ R do
15: G⇐ G ∪Ri.MaxGap
16: D ⇐ D ∪Ri.αRi
17: end for
18: {αRj0 , . . . , αRjp} ⇐Min(D)
19: {αRk0 , . . . , αRkq} ⇐Max(D)
20: if αRk0 > cαRj0 then
21: A.Id⇐Midpoint(Random(MaxGap({Gk0 , . . . , Gkq})))
22: else
23: {Gm0 , . . . , Gms} ⇐MinGap(G)
24: {Gd0 , . . . , Gdt} ⇐MaxGap(G)
25: if 2Gm0 ≤ Gd0 then
26: {αl0 , . . . , αlw} ⇐Max({αd0 , . . . , αdt})
27: A.Id⇐Midpoint(Random({Gl0 , . . . , Glw}))
28: else
29: A.Id⇐Midpoint(Random(MaxGap({Gk0 , . . . , Gkq})))
30: end if
31: end if
32: B ⇐ Ry.Predecessor(A)
33: C ⇐ Ry.Successor(A)





for segments amongst nodes uniformly at random. The client adds the bootstrap node to
its finger table in line 7 which it then uses to lookup random nodes in each segment in
lines [8-11]. Lines [12-17] gather the information for the maximal gap sizes and their α
estimates. Lines [18-31] choose A’s identifier, where [20-21] is if the network is detected to
be unhealthy and lines [22-31] otherwise. Line 21 selects the midpoint of the largest gap for
all the segments with the largest α’s. If there is a tie, one of the largest gaps are selected at
random. Lines [25-27] select the gap from the set of all gaps that are at least twice the size
of the smallest gap. If no such gap exists, line 29 selects a gap as line 21 does. Finally, A
gets its left and right neighbours B and C and creates its finger table on lines [32-34]. Line
35 computes α which is further discussed in Section 2.2.2. On line 36, A then verifies that
the network constraints are still met by running the method MaintainOnGrow() which
is further discussed in Section 2.4.2. Finally, line 37 concludes with A’s join announcement
which is discussed in Section 2.5.
2.4 Network Maintenance
An important issue of any network is the work required to maintain its structure and satisfy
any constraints imposed. We begin this section by discussing the discovery of dead nodes.
We then move on to discuss what action is required for a growing network. We conclude
by covering what steps are required for a shrinking network.
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2.4.1 Discovery Of Dead Nodes
A node may die gracefully, announcing its death to its neighbours, or may vanish inexpli-
cably. For the latter case, we require a mechanism to discover failed nodes.
We employ a simple mechanism whereby if a message has not been received for some
time from a nodes left or right neighbour, we periodically ping them. Therefore our de-
tection mechanism is a simple keep alive scheme. Once a node is detected to have failed,
the node is removed from the finger table and its death is announced. We discuss how the
announcement is propagated in Section 2.5.
Pseudocode
Algorithm 5 Discovery of dead nodes
1: Preconditions:
2: A is the current network node.
3:
4: CheckDead()
5: if ¬A.Ping(A.Left) then
6: dead⇐ A.Left
7: A.Finger⇐ A.Finger \ {dead}
8: A.Announce(dead, death)
9: end if
10: if ¬A.Ping(A.Right) then
11: dead⇐ A.Right
12: A.Finger⇐ A.Finger \ {dead}
13: A.Announce(dead, death)
14: end if
In the pseudocode of Algorithm 5, line 5 pings the left neighbour and if it has failed,
lines [6-9] remove them from the finger table and announce its death. Similarly, lines
[10-14] do the same action for the right neighbour.
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2.4.2 A Growing Network
When the network is growing, the issue arises that the distance between adjacent dis-
tant peers in a finger table may become too large. This is the case when for a node A,
A’s finger table contains two adjacent nodes B and C such that B < C and B − C >
2αA
c












and update A’s finger table by adding the node
D = Successor(r). These steps are repeated for each such B and C in A’s finger table
until the constraint is satisfied. Note that if one allows for a possibility of failure, the con-
















This reduces the cost of a lookup to find C.Left at the possibility that Successor(r) = C,
in which case a new value of r would have to be chosen until Successor(r) 6= C.
Pseudocode
Algorithm 6 Maintaining a growing network
1: Preconditions:
2: A is the current network node.
3:
4: MaintainOnGrow()
5: while ∃B,C ∈ A.Finger s.t. B + 2αA
c
< C,B and C are adjacent do









7: A.Finger⇐ A.Finger ∪ {D}
8: end while
In the pseudocode of Algorithm 6, line 5 finds all adjacent nodes B and C that do not
satisfy the required constraint. Line 6 finds the successor of the random value in a range
between B and C. Line 7 updates A’s finger table.
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2.4.3 A Shrinking Network
When the network is shrinking, we do not have to worry about adjacent nodes within a
nodes finger table from being too distant. This is because the estimate α will be increasing
since the amount of local peers is decreasing. Thus the constraint between adjacent distant
peers will remain satisfied. We now have to worry that a node A may not know all its
local peers. If we let αA be the old segment size and α
′
A be the new segment size then A
is required to know all the peers to be able to answer any Successor query in the region
[A−α′A, A+α′A]. Thus, when the network is shrinking, a node A looks into its finger table
for B = Predecessor(A − αA) and for C = Successor(A + αA). A then proceeds to
ask for the left and right neighbours of B and C respectively until A is able to answer any
lookup for the new region.
Pseudocode
Algorithm 7 Maintaining a shrinking network
1: Preconditions:
2: A is the current network node.
3:
4: MaintainOnShrink()
5: B ⇐ A.Successor(A− αA)
6: while B ≥ A− αA′ do
7: B ⇐ B.Left
8: A.Finger⇐ A.Finger ∪ {B}
9: end while
10: C ⇐ A.Successor(A+ αA)
11: while C ≤ A+ αA′ do
12: C ⇐ C.Right
13: A.Finger⇐ A.Finger ∪ {C}
14: end while
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In the pseudocode of Algorithm 7, line 5 acquires the last known local peer to the
furthest left of A. Lines [6-9] add all peers by walking along the perimeter of the circle to
the left until the new bound is satisfied. Line 9 acquires the last known local peer to the
furthest right of A. Lines [11-14] add all peers by walking along the perimeter of the circle
to the right until the new bound is satisfied.
2.5 Network Messaging
Message passing in many distributed schemes either happens recursively, iteratively, or a
combination of both. The problem with network messaging is what form of synchronization
is required to correctly pass a message to all intended recipients. Since we have a very
uniform set of messages, and we have a very specific set of recipients, we do not have to
go to the detail as which would be required by a more complicated distributed system.
A simple method passing scheme is used. The nodes recursively pass the message
around the ring starting from the originating node A in both the left and right directions
up to a distance of α. This scheme has the advantage that the left and right links for a
node are checked regularly as messages circulate around the ring.
Pseudocode
In the pseudocode of Algorithm 8, line 6 handles the message, whether it be a join or
a death. Lines [7-9] announce the message to the left and right neighbours. Lines [10-
13] handle messages which are traversing to the left, while lines [15-18] handle messages
traversing to the right. Lines [11-13, 16-18] pass the message if it has not yet travelled far
enough by using ones own estimate for α.
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Algorithm 8 Simple message passing
1: Preconditions:
2: A is the current network node.

















A network’s health is a measure that is used to evaluate the quality of the network. When
a network is considered to be healthy, then there is a guarantee that the size of the finger
table will be O(N 12 ) and that the lookup cost will be 2 hops. Thus it is important for
any network to understand the actions which improve or deteriorate that health. We start
by defining network health, we then discuss the actions which improve that health, and
conclude with a discussion of the actions which weaken the network.
We repeat our definition of network health:
Definition 2. The network is considered healthy if, for any two nodes A and B that
correctly computed their respective estimates αA and αB, αA and αB do not differ by a
factor greater than c.
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With a measure for health, then there is a sense that a network can be optimal. With
that we can define network optimality:
Definition 3. A network is considered optimal, if the distances between all adjacent nodes
are equal.
From the definition of optimality, we can see that it immediately follows that for any
two nodes A and B, αA = αB. Also, when a network is optimal, the key distribution is
uniform and any node may be chosen at random with high probability by just selecting
the successor of a random integer in the identifier space. Thus, many beneficial properties
arise from having an optimal network.
For our network, the only actions which change the distribution of nodes is when a node
joins or departs. Generally we will see that when a node joins the network, it improves
the health of the network, while when nodes depart we can approximate the amount of
degradation.
Thus, we now argue that the network health generally improves when nodes are being
added. In our join heuristic, we had two cases, the first case the network is unhealthy
and the node is added to the segment with the largest α. Thus it is easy to see that the
difference in the minimal and maximal α’s around the circle has either stayed the same
or decreased. The α will have only stayed the same if there were multiple segments with
the same minimal α. There is a bound on such a number of segments, so eventually when
enough nodes have been added, the distance between the minimal and maximal α’s will
have decreased.
The second case was when the network was healthy and the set of gaps were used to
determine the join location. We can see that if there was a gap that was at least twice the
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size of the smallest gap, then by splitting it in half we have created two equal size gaps
These gaps are now each closer to the size of the smallest gap, thus the network has moved
closer to optimality. If all the gaps are within a factor less than 2 of each other, then we
use the same procedure as if the network was unhealthy to choose a gap and hence attempt
to improve the network. Obviously, we begin to hamper the network when the network is
close to or is optimal.
The other case which affects the networks health is when nodes leave the network. In
this case, adjacent gaps are being merged and in general the size of the gaps is increasing.
The problem is that network health is not measured by the difference in the sizes of the
smallest and largest gaps. It is measured by the density of the segments around the circle.
Thus we argue that if we assume each segment to be a bucket, and add a ball to each bucket
representing a node death in said segment then this would be a close approximation. This
is because as nodes die, α increases and in a sense one ball could be in two buckets at
the same time. We will show through simulation the effect of removing nodes from the
network would have on the density of segments around the circle. Now, if we begin with
an optimal network, then we can state that there are m = N
1
2 segments. We assume that




of all the nodes
die, then this follows a binomial distribution with n = N
k
and p = 1
m
. Hence the expected
number of deaths per segment is












and the variance in the number of deaths is




















We are interested in the distribution of the number of nodes in the segments. Hence, we
look at the standard deviation














For a network to remain healthy, we would like to have no more than a factor of c between




















Thus, as a network increases in size, we can see that the stability of the network health
also increases in view of large numbers of node deaths.
In Figure 2.5a we show the maximal ratio between the minimal and maximal alpha
after 10000 rounds when 10%, 50%, and 90% of the nodes leave. In Figure 2.5b we show
a histogram of the distribution for minimal and maximal alpha when half of a network
containing 100 nodes leave over 1000000 trial runs. In Figure 2.5c we show a histogram of
the distribution for minimal and maximal alpha when half of a network containing 1000000
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nodes leave over 10000 trial runs.






































This chapter deals with ideas that do not affect the theoretical bounds of the network but
have been shown to increase performance in practice. We discuss recommendations on
how to replicate data, parallelize lookups, extend dead node discovery, implement remote
procedure calls and pass messages in the network expediently.
3.1 Data Replication
The purpose of data replication is to increase the robustness of the network. If a node
dies storing the only copy of data within the network, the data will have been lost. Thus
many schemes for data replication have been studied such as using error correcting codes
in Rainbow Skip Graphs [23] to add a level of robustness.
We recommend that data replication occur as it does in Chord [62], where up to r
successors of a key k become the nodes that store replica copies of the data. This has
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the advantage that these r successors naturally in the system already learn of the demise
of neighbours, hence a suitable replacement can be found before all r replicas vanish.
Secondly, if a node were to join, it would be able to assume the role of a replica and
distribute the work of gathering all the data it must store from the previous r replicas.
And, finally, having replicas allows one to relax the rate of convergence for join and death
messages for local peers. This is because on a lookup, a node may return all the replicas
which it knows of that store the data. Thus the system would only fail if all r replicas
failed or were replaced by new nodes before these changes converged.
3.2 Parallelization Of Constant Time Lookup
The purpose of parallelization of lookups in a distributed hash table is to use the availability
of multiple possible routes to the destination to our advantage. This advantage is two-fold,
the first being that by using multiple routes, one can regularly get to the destination faster.
The second, and more important advantage, is that we are able to avoid very slow or dead
nodes. A study by Sairou et al. [61] on file sharing systems has shown that a significant
fraction of nodes are connected over high latency / low bandwidth links. The presence
of even one such slow logical hop on a path greatly increases the cost of the lookup. On
the flipside, the problem with parallelization is obviously the added messaging cost and
implementation complexity.
For the network protocol we have discussed, a node A is able to use a parallel lookup
scheme when attempting to lookup a key k from a distant peer. It turns out that any
distant peer in the range [k − cαA, k + cαA] may be able to answer the query in a healthy
network. Thus A uses a constant size subset (one including the peer A would have normally
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chosen) of peers over the range [k − cαA, k + cαA]. This subset would contain at most x
distant peers where x is a constant. x is considered to be the parallelization factor. We
now proceed with an example followed by pseudocode.
Example
Let A be a node that is to look up key k as shown in Figure 3.1a. Assume that k would not
be able to be answered from A’s local peer set. Then A would look at the range between
[k − cα, k + cα] as shown in Figure 3.1b. A would then select all the distant peers falling
into that range as the candidates used for the parallel lookup as shown in Figure 3.1c.
The green dotted line represents the distant peer which A would have used for a regular
lookup, while the red dashed lines represent peers which could be used to parallelize the
lookup. A then chooses a constant size subset (one which includes the green dotted line




















Figure 3.1: Parallel lookup example
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Pseudocode
Algorithm 9 Parallel constant time lookup
1: Preconditions:
2: A is the current network node.
3: k is the key A wishes to lookup.
4: x is the parallelization factor (x ≥ 1).
5:
6: if k 6∈ [A− αA, A+ αA] then
7: candidates⇐ A.Finger([k − cαA, k + cαA])





In the pseudocode of Algorithm 9, lines [6-9] handle the case for when a query can
be parallelized. Line 7 selects all candidates from A’s finger table. Line 8 reduces the
candidates to a set of size x. Note that this set of candidates contains the distant peer A
would have been used in a non-parallelized lookup. Line 9 calls a lookup on each of the
candidate’s finger table in parallel. Lines [10-11] handle the case when A does not need to
contact a distant peer and is able to answer the lookup from its own finger table.
3.3 Extended Dead Node Discovery
A problem with our protocol is that there is no background dead node discovery for distant
peers. For example, a node A will never remove a node outside of the range [A−αA, A+αA]
unless A attempts to contact it directly. A direct communication from A to all nodes in A’s
finger table outside of the range [A− αA, A + αA] is unlikely. Thus a measure is required
to prune dead links or it is highly likely that each node will accumulate many of them.
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The idea is that whenever a node A communicates with a distant peer B, A will query B
about the status of nearby distant peers to attempt to reduce the number of dead links.
Each time A communicates with B, A piggy backs on its original request to B a list of
all the distant peers A knows of in the range [B − cαA, B + cαA]. Thus when B responds
to the original request from A, it also returns the status of the nodes A queried about.
The status for each node returned can either be that it exists, is dead, or unknown. For
each node that is dead, B also responds with a suitable replacement, namely the closest
node to the dead node. Since B has knowledge of the nodes in [B−αB, B+αB], it will be
able to answer about the status of nodes over that range. The problem lies when these two
intervals differ and for any nodes that fall outside of B’s range, it must respond unknown.
Pseudocode
Algorithm 10 Extended dead node discovery
1: Preconditions:
2: A is the current network node.
3: B is the network node A is about to communicate with.
4: request is the original request.
5:
6: candidates⇐ A.Finger([B − cα,B + cα]) \ A.Finger([A− α,A+ α])
7: {result, candidateInfo} ⇐ B.Message(request, candidates)
8: for all dead, replacement ∈ candidateInfo do
9: A.Finger⇐ A.Finger \ {dead} ∪ {replacement}
10: end for
In the pseudocode of Algorithm 10, line 6 gathers the candidates from A’s finger table.
Line 7 communicates with B and stores the results and information about the candidates.
Lines [8-10] replace all dead nodes with their replacements.
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Figure 3.2: A remote procedure call
A remote procedure call is a protocol that one ap-
plication uses to request a service from an applica-
tion located remotely. The difference between a local
and remote call to the initiating application is made
transparent by the underlying framework providing
the service. It may be that the remote procedure
call is overlaid on top of the operating system or an-
other framework. Remote procedure calls were ini-
tially created so that an application may be able to
communicate with other components without a di-
rect understanding of the underlying network, whether this be the Internet or a computing
cluster. Generally, remote procedure calls are of three forms when recursion is involved.
The first is purely recursive, the second is semi-recursive, and finally the last one is purely
iterative. We will discuss all three, but first form the basis from which the examples in the
sections below are derived. Figure 3.2 contains nodes A, B, C and D. The green node A
will be the originator of the call while the blue node D will be the desired destination of
the call. Finally, A knows only of B, B knows only of C, and C knows only of D. Let
black solid lines represent calls while red dashed lines represent returns.
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Figure 3.3: A recursive remote pro-
cedure call
A recursive remote procedure call occurs when A
contacts B, and B contacts C passing on A’s re-
quest. Furthermore, C will pass on A’s request to
the destination D. The response from D returns to
C, then to B, and finally to A.
The advantage of this approach is two-fold, the
first being that the underlying network only needs
be symmetric. Thus it works in schemes such as
IPv4 where NAT may occur. Secondly, the contact
information for D is never known to A, thus a level of secrecy is maintained. The major
disadvantage of such a scheme is that the parameters of the procedure and return value
must be passed to all intermediary nodes. This could be very expensive and is dependant
on the size of the parameters and return value.




Figure 3.4: A semi-recursive remote
procedure call
The second type of remote procedure call is semi-
recursive (i.e. essentially tail recursion [30]).
Reusing our example from the purely recursive re-
mote procedure call, the primary difference is that
not only A’s parameters are passed onto C from B,
but also A’s identity and contact information as the
originating caller. Then this same information is
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passed onto D. Where D, instead of returning the
response to C, it closes the loop and delivers the response directly to A.
The advantage of such a scheme is that in a homogenous network where the communi-
cation times between nodes are approximately the same, this becomes the fastest scheme
to make procedure calls when the size of the parameters of the procedure calls are small.
The disadvantage of such a scheme is that that the parameters must still be passed to all
intermediary nodes. As in recursive procedure calls, this could be very expensive and is
solely dependant on the size of the parameters.




Figure 3.5: A recursive remote pro-
cedure call
The final, and most widely used, method is an itera-
tive approach. The difference between the recursive
approaches and the iterative approach is that if A
wants to contact D, then it asks B for D’s address.
B replies with C’s address as it believes that C is
closer to D. Finally, A contacts C and acquires D’s
address and thus A contacts D directly.
Again the advantage of this approach is two-fold.
The first being that if the parameters and return val-
ues from a procedure are large in comparison to the
underlying communication about D’s contact infor-
mation, then it is only transferred once. The second advantage is that the underlying
framework is able to cache C and D’s address, and any further calls to C or D will not
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require contacting B. The disadvantage of this methodology is that in practice this is the
slowest method if D is only contacted once. This occurs because many underlying frame-
works make links between nodes that can communicate with each other quickly. Thus the
distance travelled for all the messages is usually greater than the other two approaches.
Conclusion
If the protocol is used to store vast quantities of data then the purely recursive approach is
not suitable because of the high communication cost of retrieving information. Similarly,
for data replication of large volumes of storage, either a high price is paid to pass on the
data to be stored to distant nodes, or a limit is placed on which nodes the data can be
replicated onto. Thus the iterative approach is most suited for the protocol because the
high availability of node contact information allows for greater caching of information. It
also allows for the greatest flexibility for data retrieval and replication.
3.5 Fast Network Messaging
By only passing messages on the outside of the ring, the rate at which the network converges
is Θ(N
1
2 ) (i.e. if a node drops out, Θ(N
1
2 ) messages are sent sequentially to update the
network). Thus to increase the rate at which the system converges, messages need to be
passed to more than just the left and right neighbours but care has to be taken to not miss
any nodes or duplicate work.
The issue is that there is a possibility that the node that the message originated from
may yet not know of a node that had just recently joined. This is resolved by having each
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node which receives a message to check whether there are any nodes within a range given
to it and further pass the message a long. Below we provide an algorithm which places the
burden of delivery on the originating node hence making the system converge at O(1) rate.
There are many ways which we could adapt this to make it a recursive process making the
system converge at a logarithmic rate such as in D1HT [51] and shown in Figure 1.2.
Pseudocode
In the pseudocode of Algorithm 11, lines [6-12] announce the messages to all A’s local
peers handing them a section which they are responsible for. Lines [15, 23] handle whether
the message is a join or death. Lines [16-20, 24-28] handle passing the message on to any
nodes that may have recently joined.
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Algorithm 11 Fast message passing
1: Preconditions:
2: A is the current network node.
3: B is the node the message is about.
4: message is either join or death.
5:
6: Announce(B,message)
7: for all ai ∈ A.Finger(A− α,A) do
8: ai.AnnounceLeft(B,message, (A.Predecessor(ai), ai))
9: end for
10: for all ai ∈ A.Finger(A,A+ α) do





16: if A−B ≤ α then
17: for all ai ∈ A.Finger(range) do






24: if A−B ≤ α then
25: for all ai ∈ A.Finger(range) do






We have introduced “RootChord”, a new distributed hash table that is able to dynamically
adapt to the size of the network. This protocol is fault tolerant, parallelizable, and is able
to do queries within 2 hops at the cost of storing a Θ(N
1
2 ) size routing table in each
node. The protocol considers all nodes to be equal, and hence no node is burdened with
additional work. Nodes within the network are able to accurately estimate the size of the
network. These network size estimates are off by no more than a factor of approximately
c2 of the actual network size.
Additionally, we have presented a detailed description and pseudocode for all major
aspects of the protocol including that of lookups, joins, deaths, network maintenance and
messaging. We have extended lookups to be intelligently parallelizable and have shown
the cost of a lookup when the network becomes “unhealthy”. We have explored dead node
discovery and given a technique which is “lazy”. Lazy in the sense that it will only acquire
about nodes which it is interested in and ignore all other nodes. We have extended this
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technique with a sense of locality, thus nodes which are near what is queried will also be
checked. We have also considered some of the practical implications to the design as how
to message, replicate data, and even which type of remote procedure call most benefits
this DHT. We have explored the issue of network convergence with respect to messaging
and showed multiple messaging protocols which would be suitable for different deployment
scenarios.
There are both practical and theoretical questions that are left remaining. In practice,
we need to see how this protocol actually handles being in the wild. Whether it is truly
able to adapt to many network environments and what is the actual cost of storing such a
large routing table compared to other DHTs. An analysis of the number of stale records
over time would also be beneficial and finally what occurs to the distribution of identifiers
under our join protocol and how far away it is from optimal in practice.
On the theoretical side, a better approximation to the effect node deaths have on the
network is required. Future research could address the questions of whether this ring
structure where neighbours almost form “cliques” have other applications beyond this
DHT. What properties do these not so perfect “cliques” exhibit? Can we design a structure
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